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Love At First Slice
Indianapolis Monthly is the Circle City’s essential chronicle and guide, an
indispensable authority on what’s new and what’s news. Through coverage of politics,
crime, dining, style, business, sports, and arts and entertainment, each issue offers
compelling narrative stories and lively, urbane coverage of Indy’s cultural landscape.
Tampa Bay Magazine is the area's lifestyle magazine. For over 25 years it has been
featuring the places, people and pleasures of Tampa Bay Florida, that includes Tampa,
Clearwater and St. Petersburg. You won't know Tampa Bay until you read Tampa Bay
Magazine.
The most crucial element of this book is Relationships. A perfect relationship can be
formed between two imperfect individuals. Everyone carries some past baggage. There
is no person sans any flaws. A strong bond is established by sharing that baggage and
admiring those flaws. Meet Ishaan Agarwal. Tag alongside him as you get introduced to
his best friends, his ex-college girlfriend, his casual-fling from coaching days, his highschool crush, a CEO without a name, a broad-chest head-bouncer, two tech-savvy
entrepreneurs, a quirky-psychic artist, an adorable bride-to-be, an uber-cool watch and
a rich-spoilt brat. This list is endless yet incomplete. At the crux of this story lies the
most crucial character which can only be found inside this book. You eventually meet
her in some chapter, but Ishaan met her via a printed sheet of paper.
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Stephanie Dolce has taken her love for desserts and her Facebook page, Clever Cakes
and Crafts to paperback! In here, you will see all Stephanie's hacks she has used for
some of the recipes she has created and used over the years. She even has taken her
tailgating recipes that she has used to watch her beloved New York Jets. (some are nobake!)
Collects U.S.Agent (2020) #1-5. The Super-Soldier you love to hate! John Walker, the
one-time Captain America and former U.S.Agent, has been stripped of his official status
and is now operating as an independent government contractor protecting covert
interests. Now Walker’s latest security detail draws him into a conflict between a small
town and the corporate giant trying to destroy it. Along the way, Walker acquires a new
partner and a new enemy — while being haunted by ghosts from his past and
confronting challenges to his future. But when he abandons his assigned mission and
heads to Washington to confront the politicians who engineered his firing, a ruthless
and enigmatic new U.S.Agent arrives to take over — and he’s willing to destroy
anything and anyone who gets in his way! A showdown is coming, with a shield at stake
for the winner!
The only comprehensive guidebook dedicated to the Finger Lakes region of upstate
New York, this updated, revised edition is packed with all the information you need to
know Upstate New York's Finger Lakes region is one of the most serene and beautiful
vacation spots in America. From the region's breathtaking glacial lakes and spectacular
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gorges to its quaint villages and world-class wineries, this area has charms aplenty, and
this trusted guide will help you explore all it has to offer. Katharine Delavan Dyson
spent more than a year driving around each lake, stopping for countless interviews with
residents and businesspeople. This full-color guide contains more than 100 photos,
detailed maps, and info on attractions, events, shopping, history, recreation, and more.
Take a cruise on the Erie Canal, bring the family to local farms and farmers' markets,
play a few holes on the area's many golf courses, or hike the miles and miles of
majestic trails. Broken down lake by lake and featuring sections on gateway cities,
transportation, important phone numbers, and services, Explorer's Guide Finger Lakes
will help you get the most out of your trip.
The sexy cowboys of Skull Creek, Texas, have a secret--they're vampires! And they're
lusting after more than just blood... Get four steamy stories from Harlequin Blaze and
USA TODAY bestselling author Kimberly Raye's Love at First Bite series: Dead Sexy,
Drop Dead Gorgeous, and A Body to Die For, and Once Upon a Bite.
In Love at First Site, dating coach Erika Ettin has taken her expertise—previously only
available to her clients—and laid it out in an easy-to-use and exciting guide to the world
of online dating. Erika shows her readers how to increase their odds for connections by
marketing themselves well. Her background in economics helps her use the numbers
game in her favor. It’s a simple equation: more profile views equal more dates, more
dates equal a better chance at finding your match. With her tips and tricks, Erika can
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show you exactly how to increase your online dating odds. Erika’s advice includes
pointers for choosing your best profile picture, writing a winning profile, crafting emails
that catch someone’s attention, and planning the first date. Erika’s knowledge is
rooted in her highly successful coaching business as well as her own experience with
online dating. Questions from Erika’s clients will save you the time of wondering how to
approach strange situations—they’re all in here! And tales of dating adventures from
Erika herself will leave you both encouraged and entertained. Erika holds a BA in
economics from Cornell University and an MBA from Georgetown University. Since
launching her online dating consulting business, A Little Nudge, Erika has helped
hundreds of clients in the United States and abroad find happiness. She currently lives
in Washington, D.C.

Love-cynic Bridie Morgan is holding a last hurrah to the 'dating' stage of her life;
she's going on twenty dates in twenty days. An enemies-to-lovers romantic
comedy, Love at First Fight is a modern retelling of Much Ado About Nothing.
Quirks of timing feature in this romantic novel about family connections, second
chances, and first loves. Set over a twenty-four-hour-period, Hadley and Oliver
find that true love can be unexpected. Today should be one of the worst days of
seventeen-year-old Hadley Sullivan's life. Having just missed her flight, she's
stuck at JFK airport and late to her father's second wedding, which is taking
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place in London and involves a soon-to-be stepmother Hadley's never even met.
Then she meets the perfect boy in the airport's cramped waiting area. His name
is Oliver, he's British, and he's sitting in her row. A long night on the plane passes
in the blink of an eye, and Hadley and Oliver lose track of each other in the
airport chaos upon arrival. Can fate intervene to bring them together once more?
!--EndFragment-Band Geek vs Quarterback... One humiliating photo, a stupid prank, and a
hashtag that goes viral. That's how my senior year goes from predictable to
absurd in a heartbeat. This year is supposed to be easy. I've finally scored first
chair in band, my college applications are done, and all my friends and I have to
do is survive one more year of high school before our real lives can begin.
Instead, I find myself in trouble with the principal, humiliated in front of the entire
school, and fighting with my neighbor—AKA star quarterback, Prince Charming,
and nicest guy on the planet. And that's just on the first day back at school. Trust
me, it only gets worse from there. As #GeeksGoneWild trends on social media,
my friends and I are the targets of an online witch hunt. But they've picked on the
wrong people and retaliation is severe. As the tension escalates, it soon
becomes clear that someone needs to step up and put an end to this nonsense.
If that means playing nice with the quarterback, I guess that's what I have to do.
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Now if someone could please tell my heart that this new friendship is just for
show. And the kisses...oh, the kisses. Someone please remind me that they don't
mean a thing. Keyword: YA Books, YA, Young Adult, Young Adult Books, Teen
Books for Girls, Firs in Series, Standalone, High School Romance, Teen, Girls,
Coming of Age, Books, Teen Books, YA Books, YA Book
Unable to confess her love to her best friend, Anthony. Where she was
introduced to a dating app called, Love at First Sight. Then, falling in love with her
match. Even seeking to meet in person. Will hidden feelings ruin their friendship?
in part one in this short story.
Presents easy recipes that use basic cooking techniques and need little adult
supervision.
Everything's better with vampires--even dinner! Now you can serve up delicacies
your guests will love, and satisfy your ravenous cravings at the same time. Love
at First Bite is a unique collection of more than 300 suckulent recipes sure to
tempt the taste buds and leave everyone begging for more, including: Blood
Chilling Gazpacho Van Helsing's Veggie Rolls Bloody Mary Fondue Coffin Cake I
Vant S'mores Blood Orange Mimosas This ghastly guide also includes clever
themes for vampire parties, with menus and movies for some bloody good fun.
With Love at First Bite, making meals for monster appetites just got easier!
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Melissa McAllister, an assistant curator at the Field Museum in Chicago, was
working on a display abut Mars when a security guard called. “I’ve got a geezer
down here who claims to have some Martian meteorites. What should I do with
him?” McAllister looked at the clock on her computer and realized her work day
and work week had two hours left in them. “What the hell,” she said, thinking
aloud, “I’m not going to get any more productive work done today anyway. Send
him up, Harry.” "Wool" Wally Wolford, wearing worn denim overalls, a red and
white checked wool shirt showing extensive wear, stuck out his right hand.
Clenched in his massive left paw was a 5-gallon bucket filled with sand. Several
rocks were peeking out through the sand and gravel, all of it with a strong reddish
hue. Melissadidn't know it but she was about to go on a trip a lot further than she
had ever gone before.
New updated edition, new statistics and Epilogue One country, four languages,
26 cantons, and 7.5 million people (but only 80% of them Swiss): there's
nowhere else in Europe like it. Switzerland may be almost 400 km from the
nearest drop of seawater, but it is an island at the centre of Europe. Welcome to
the landlocked island. Swiss Watching is a fascinating journey around Europe s
most individual and misunderstood country. From seeking Heidi and finding the
best chocolate to reliving a bloody past and exploring an uncertain future, Diccon
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Bewes proves that there's more to Switzerland than banks and skis, francs and
cheese. This book dispels the myths and unravels the true meaning of
Swissness. In a land of cultural contradictions, this is a picture of the real and
normally unseen Switzerland, a place where the breathtaking scenery shaped a
nation not just a tour itinerary, and where tradition is as important as innovation.
It's also the story of its people, who have more power than their politicians, but
can't speak to one another in the same language and who own more guns per
head than the people of Iraq. As for those national clichés, well, not all the
cheese has holes, cuckoo clocks aren't Swiss and the trains don't always run
exactly on time.
There's Just Something About Jackson When Marcy Deveraux's romance series
catapults to the top of the New York Times bestseller list, no one is more
surprised than Marcy herself. After all, she barely passed high school, flunked the
driving test four times, and fell into a pool at her sister's wedding. Marcy is keen
to continue her literary success, but she cannot think of a single idea for her next
book. Hounded by her agent, family, and friends, she decides to sequester
herself in a rustic cabin in the mountains. There, she finds herself face-to-snout
with a surprise visitor—a rascally black dog who must have escaped from his
owner at a nearby campground. Enter hunky cowboy Jackson Parker, who runs
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the stables for the campground and helps Marcy survive the antics of the illbehaved, zany dog. There's something tender and gentle about this man, who
could easily grace the cover of any romance novel. Soon Jackson has Marcy
rethinking her own beliefs about what heroes are really made of...and what God
intends for her life. It's cowboys, canines, and capers galore in this charming
novella for animal lovers.
Until Death Do Us Part" by Sherrilyn Kenyon Over five hundred years ago,
Esperetta's soul was bound to her husband's by dark magic, and when Velkan
became a Dark-Hunter, to her horror, she became immortal as well. Now, they
must come together to fight an old enemy...and the passion that threatens to
consume them once more. "Ride the Night Wind" by L.A. Banks Dark dreams
haunt Jose Ciponte, dreams of a woman so beautiful he aches for her-and a
deadly enemy who stalks them in the night. And now those dreams have become
a reality... "The Gift" by Susan Squires All Major Davis Ware wants to do is
propose to the beautiful Emma Fairchild. Instead, he is called back into battle,
and a desperate fate. And Emma will venture into hell itself to save him. "The
Forgotten One" by Ronda Thompson Lady Anne Baldwin longs to break free from
her proper bonds. When she meets the mysterious Merrick, whose eyes glow like
a wolf's, she may have found more than she bargained for.
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Hypothetically speaking, can an Army Ranger war games strategist and an
environmental scientist bent on saving the planet fall in love at first sight? Romey
Capulano knows that marrying Jordan Spinelli is the most logical, expedient, and
practical way to save the farm commune she’s lived on her whole life. But when
the pragmatic-minded, hydroponic gardner says I do, she’s surprised to find her
heart speeding up when he makes his vows, her hands tingling when he slides
the diamond on her finger, and her breath quickening as he leans in for the kiss.
Succumbing to the notion of love was not apart of her plan, and she’s sure it will
ruin the platonic relationship that she and the genius Army Ranger have planned
out for themselves. Jordan Spinelli is certain he’s coming down with something
the day of his arranged marriage to Romey. Why else would his blood run hot,
his palms sweat, and his heart keep skipping beats? Better he catch an illness
than feelings for the level-headed soil scientist. Because falling in love was not
apart of their carefully constructed, peer-researched marital agreement. As the
two try to navigate a loveless marriage, unknown forces keep pushing them into
each other's arms. Divine acts keep pushing their lips within kissing range.
Unspoken desires keep causing their hearts to face the inexplicable truth; the
unquantifiable math that all adds up to the obvious. But will Jordan and Romey
be able to admit to themselves, and each other, that their platonic vows are a
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shame because they just might have fallen in love at first sight?
This is a fictional story centered on the life of an innocent brown-coloured girl
growing up in a "normal" African family, who was discovered without permission.
Cici is a girl just like any other but has a tough time navigating through life to
discover her true worth. She learned from a young age to trade her body for what
she wanted so desperately - love! She gets passed on from one man to another;
eventually ending up being raped by her "cool" stepdad...Love entered her life in
a most strange and mysterious way after she gave herself permission to be
discovered. Embracing real love opens the door to romantic love via a digital
communication. Love at first byte is a must-read for anyone who has or who
knows girls searching for their true worth, identity and value in a more permissive
world! Cici would have been a heroine of the 'me-too' movement if she spoke up
in her time, maybe?
A star-studded collection of essays from acclaimed and bestselling authors and
celebrities that illuminates the lasting power of desire and longing, and celebrates
our initiation into the euphoria, pain, and mystery that is our first celebrity crush.
You never forget your first crush . . . CRUSH brings together stories of
heartbreak, humiliation, and hilarity from a roster of popular luminaries, including
James Franco, Carrie Fisher, Stephen King, Roxane Gay, Jodi Picoult, Emily
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Gould, and Hanna Rosin, who share intimate memories of that first intense taste
of love. Here are funny, whimsical, sometimes cringe-worthy tales of falling head
over heels for River Phoenix, Mary Tyler Moore, Howard Cosell, Jared Leto, and
a host of other pop culture icons. A few contributors channeled their devotion into
obsessively writing embarrassing fan letters. Some taped pics in school lockers.
Others decorated their bedroom walls with posters. For tweenaged Karin
Tanabe, it was discovering bad boy Andy Garcia—playing the gun-loving mobster
Vincent Corleone in The Godfather III. Barbara Graham unsuccessfully staked
out an apartment on Park Avenue for a glimpse of her blue-eyed soulmate, Paul
Newman. There was only one puppy for six-year-old Jodi Picoult—Donny
Osmond—while Jamie Brisick’s pre-teen addiction was Speed Racer. Swoonworthy and unforgettable, the essays in CRUSH will leave you laughing, make
you cry, and keep you enthralled—just like your first celebrity crush.
As a twenty-two year old dreamer, Mike Johnson bicycled across the country.
Four decades later, bitter and haunted, he again seeks the solace of the open
road. It is there both physical and emotional exhaustion battle redemption one
pedal stroke at a time.
The international phenomenon known as Twilight fever has ignited excitement in
the kitchen. Delectable delights to satisfy the appetites of the humans can be
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found in the fictional book Twilight. Love at First Bite: the Unofficial Twilight
Cookbook is meant to offer a satisfying array of warm, lovely dishes that anyone
of any age can cook with ease and enjoyment. To help the reader determine the
level of skill involved in preparing each dish, the recipes are labeled easy,
medium, or hard. One fork means easy, two forks, medium, and three forks
means it is a difficult or hard recipe. Filled with forbidden love, action, and
danger, so brace yourself, and bring your very best table manners and your
appetites. Dont forget your forks. Beautiful Bella Swan will be serving up some
scrumptious delights to satisfy even the pickiest puritan vegetarian vampires.
Intertwined in the pages of Love at First Bite, you will find Bells Lasagna, Harrys
Famous Fish Fry, Mushroom Ravioli, Blushing Bella Punch, just to name a few.
Your senses will be filled deep with the sweet aroma of mouthwatering I Dare
You to Eat Pizza Edward, and sinfully delicious Red Velvet Cake. You know
when the rooster crows, it is time to awaken your sense of taste and take a Bite
at Dawn to Lemon Blueberry cake, Plum Pecan Waffles, or Grand Slam Sundae.
Red juicy ripe vine tomatoes marinated in raspberry vinaigrette tempts the taste
buds and is a featured salad in the There Are Cold Cut Sandwiches in the Fridge
section. Pucker up and take a long cool sip of Sparkling Honey Lemonade in a
citrus salt rimmed glass, one of the virgin recipes found in the beverage chapter.
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Give into your epicurean temptation and take a bite into Love at First Bite: the
Unofficial Twilight Cookbook. The recipes will leave you breathless and hungry
for more. Besides luscious recipes, youll also find cast lists for Twilight, New
Moon, and Eclipse, as well a Twilight Party Planning Checklist, Bellas Prom
Planner, and tons of trivia. Also find invaluable resources on upcoming Unofficial
Twilight Conventions, Twilight Cooking Classes and more. 'Love at First Bite' It's
a book that cooks and one 'Twilight' fans can sink their teeth into
http://macombdaily.com/articles/2010/06/27/life/srv0000008643306.txt Feast of
vampires Twilight cookbook keeps the wolves of hunger at bay
http://www.southbendtribune.com/article/20100627/Lives/100629625/1047/Lives
This Bites (in a good way) http://www.nbcmiami.com/blogs/want-this/ThisBites-96856664.html Tasting Twilight, Recipes Inspired by The Twilight Saga
http://www.ivillage.com/tasting-twilight-recipes-inspired-vampire-saga/3-a-214241
Love At First Bite
http://www.calgaryherald.com/entertainment/Love+First+Bite/3189974/story.html
Additional Media Announcements: (compiled by Erin of Smith Publicity) 6/9: York
Daily Record: http://www.ydr.com/living/ci_15260777 6/12: 77 Square: http://host.
madison.com/entertainment/dining/article_47c91549-20ac-5e88-94b8-793e1f5e9
1b2.html?utm_source=twitterfeed&utm_medium=twitter 6/15: Taste Magazine
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Cincinnati (blog): http://tastecincinnati-food.blogspot.com/ 6/15: Winnipeg Sun: ht
tp://www.winnipegsun.com/news/sunspeaks/ian_shanley/2010/06/15/14399466.h
tml 6/16: Charlotte Observer:
http://www.charlotteobserver.com/2010/06/16/1502901/food-notes.html 6/16:
SheKnows.com: http://www.sheknows.com/articles/815725 6/19: Delish.com:
http://www.delish.com/food/recalls-reviews/twilight-love-at-first-bite 6/21:
RelateMag.com: http://www.relatemag.com/tag/gina-meyers/ 6/23: About.com
(Guide to Desserts and Baking) (circ. 38.2 million):
http://baking.about.com/od/chocolate/r/firstlovechocolatemoussetwilight.htm 6/23:
Calgary Herald:
http://www.calgaryherald.com/story_print.html?id=3189974&sponsor= 6/23:
Vancouver Sun (via Calgary Herald): http://www.vancouversun.com/entertainmen
t/Love+First+Bite+cookbook+inspired+Twilight+series/3192126/story.html 6/23:
Star Phoenix (via Calgary Herald):
http://www.thestarphoenix.com/story_print.html?id=3194105&sponsor= 6/23:
Westword newspaper: http://blogs.westword.com/cafesociety/2010/06/gagging_d
own_the_twilight_cook.php 6/24: Observer & Eccentric Newspaper:
http://www.hometownlife.com/article/20100624
Pizza is a $35 billion a year business, and nowhere is it taken more seriously
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than New York City. Journalist Peter Genovese surveys the city’s pizza
scene—the food, the business, the culture—by profiling pizza landmarks and
personalities and rating pizzerias in all five boroughs. In this funny, fascinating
book, Genovese explores the bloggers who write about New York pizza, the
obsessive city dwellers who collect and analyze the delivery boxes, Mark Bello’s
school where students spend a day making pies from scratch, and Scott
Wiener’s pizza bus tours. Along the way, readers learn the history of legendary
Totonno’s on Coney Island (Zagat’s number-one pizzeria for 2012), along with
behind-the-scenes stories about John’s on Bleecker Street, Joe’s on Carmine,
Lombardi’s, Paulie Gee’s, Motorino, and more than a dozen other favorite spots
and their owners. Throughout these profiles, Genovese presents a brief history of
how pizza came to the city in 1905 and developed into a major attraction in Little
Italy, a neighborhood that became a training ground for many of the city’s bestloved pizzerias. Enjoyable facts and figures abound. Did you know that
Americans put 250 million pounds of pepperoni on their pies every year? Or that
Domino’s has more outlets per capita in Iceland than in any other country?
Beyond the stories and tidbits, Genovese provides detailed, borough-by-borough
reviews of 250 pizzerias, from simple “slice shops” with scant atmosphere to
gourmet pizzerias, including shops that use organic ingredients and experiment
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with new variations of crusts and toppings. Complemented by hundreds of
current and never-before-seen archival photos, the book gives the humble slice
its proper due and will leave readers overwhelmed by a sudden desire for New
York pizza.
Published to coincide with the 40th anniversary of Elvis death. As well as being
the greatest solo star of the 20th century, Elvis Presley's career is full of
controversy and Spencer Leigh's new biography ELVIS PRESLEY: CAUGHT IN
A TRAP sorts out facts from the fiction. What separated Elvis Presley from his
contemporaries, just how important was Colonel Parker, how did he come to
reinvent himself for Las Vegas, did he have to die so young, and why does his
legend endure. How good a singer was he, how good an actor was he, and was
he caught in a trap, perhaps set by Colonel Parker Spencer Leigh has spoken to
band members, songwriters, friends, fans and many people who have worked
with the King, and he examines the evidence with the scrutiny of a forensic
scientist. With a Foreword by RUSSELL WATSON, the 'People's Tenor'.
"Here's another cookbook I'm very, very, very, very excited about. Kathy Strahs
has tackled the subject of panini in the most delicious way. I couldn't believe the
incredibly delectable panini variations she came up with - and I couldn't believe
how ravenous I was when I finished flipping through the pages." - Ree
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Drummond, award-winning creator of The Pioneer Woman website, and
bestselling author of The Pioneer Woman Cooks. Kathy Strahs's THE ULTIMATE
PANINI PRESS COOKBOOK is the first and last word on making the most of a
home panini press or counter-top grill. In over 200 recipes and with 100 color
photographs, Kathy shows readers how to use this versatile kitchen appliance to
make more than just sandwiches and panini (although there is ample recipe
inspiration for both), but also dozens of main-course, easy-to-prepare meals that
are great for busy home cooks and families. Kathy includes classics like Croque
Monsieur and Reuben panini as well as imaginative creations like a Grilled
Asparagus and Prosciutto panini and Chipotle Chicken Quesadillas. There are
smaller appetizer panini as well, and a host of breakfast and brunch sandwiches.
Beyond the panini, Kathy shows off the creativity of the panini press to make
such things as chicken satay, jerk pork tenderloin, and even grilled fish tacos. An
inventive chapter on desserts includes an amazing way to make homemade icecream cones in a panini machine, along with creative after-dinner options such
as Grilled Pears with Honey-Whipped Greek Yogurt and Toasted Almonds.
Home cooks looking to get more from their panini press will find inspiration on
every page, and with Kathy's clear recipe instructions, and ample tips and advice
included throughout the book, THE ULTIMATE PANINI PRESS COOKBOOK is
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an essential kitchen companion for making the most of the panini press.
His good looks draw you in… You want to know what makes him tick. Your heart
pounds when he’s nearby. You try to keep your secret passion close, but his
touch is electric. All you can think about is him. It must be love. In this collection
of romance short stories, Secret Singer - Cosima meets Fabian, the wannabe
Opera Singer on her working holiday. The Bygone Boyfriend - Jennifer has
business back in her home town, but the only business she’s interested in is
Jason, the one who got away. The Day the Schedule Broke - Sandra works as a
scheduler in a movie studio, and Dan, the CEO hopes she’ll schedule time for
him. Morning Star, Evening Star, Superstar - Christy’s a photographer who has a
crush on her subject, while Hunter will do just about anything to meet his idol.
Shining Star - Jessica’s a writer, and Jason, the actor hired to play her main
character, looks exactly as she imagined him. These loves ignore good sense
and conquer all.
"This heartstring-tugger is certain to win fans." —Publishers Weekly STARRED
Review for A New Leash on Love Animal portrait painter Mia Chambers and
architect Ben Thomas have volunteered at the High Grove Animal Shelter for
years, and they share a complicated history. Ben has secretly loved Mia all this
time, but she was married to his best friend. Now she's newly widowed, with a
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young son, and Ben doesn't know how to tell her what's in his heart. All he can
do is stay close, help her as much as she'll let him, and watch for the right
moment to bare his soul. When a dozen adorable border collies get dumped in
St. Louis' biggest park, everyone at the shelter mobilizes for a large-scale rescue.
Rushing to the park to round up the frisky collies, Ben and Mia unexpectedly
plunge into a new phase of their entangled lives. Who knew that opening their
hearts and homes—to animals in need and to each other—would lead to so many
upheavals...and new beginnings...? Rescue Me Series: A New Leash on Love
(Book 1) Sit, Stay, Love (Book 2) My Forever Home (Book 3) Love at First Bark
(Book 4) What People Are Saying About Debbie Burns: "[A] warm, wonderful
story."—Romance Junkies for A New Leash on Love "A tender love story...will win
the hearts of animal fanciers."—Publishers Weekly for My Forever Home "It
captured my whole heart."—Urban Book Reviews for Sit, Stay, Love "Sexy and
fun."—RT Book Reviews, 4.5 stars, TOP PICK for A New Leash on Love
For club golfers: a golf book with a sense of humor. Are you obsessed with your
handicap? Phil Hunter is. But that won't stop him being ejected from his beloved
golf club unless he improves soon. During a key competition the sports journalist
tragically causes the death of his boss, Sir Laurence Burnham. Tortured by guilt,
Phil is forced to confront his demons. He embarks on a journey of self
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improvement to become the best golfer he can be and win the forgiveness of
Burnham's beautiful widow, Caroline. But all is not as it seems at the exclusive
club and Phil becomes trapped in a web of deceit and blackmail at the hands of
his tormentor, embittered former detective Ted Moss. As Hunter becomes the
hunted, he must find a way to overcome the dark forces threatening to destroy
him and his club. Can he make the recovery shot of his life or will he end up in
the rough? As seen in Golf Digest: 'Moral of this story: If you kill your boss, you
can rely on golf to recover'. Cliff Schrock, Golf Digest. This is a humorous golf
novel which looks at golf from the eyes of an amateur who has endured years of
golf instruction and is obsessed with the endless pursuit of a better game. Yet he
is still desperate to escape the lows of mediocre golf and a constantly ruined
card. Set against the backdrop of a British golf club, with some dark humor it
explores the vital issues of a club golfer; handicaps, gadgets, club life. As the
story unfolds it asks how can a man fall back in love with a game that's led him to
rock bottom. Can positive thinking really help him improve or must he rely on
hope alone? If you loved 'Fever Pitch' for reflections on man's obsession with his
sport and 'Golf in the Kingdom' for an exploration of how golf can bring healing,
you'll enjoy 'Love at First Slice'.
As I sit at my computer surrounded by pictures of "Rebel" and "Blue Lady"
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recording memories of my sailing life, I know just how lucky I have been. Had I
been just a few years earlier in arriving on this earth, I would have missed the
chance of a middle class working stiff to own such boats. Only one generation
earlier had no opportunity to own and sail the boats I have known. Author J.
Howard Williams experienced a variety of jobs in his lifetime, from a CPA to a
marina manager to a boat salesman. But through it all, his heart has belonged to
sailing. Journey with Williams through a lifetime of sailing adventures in Love at
First Sight. On his sailboats Sooner, Sooner II, Rebel, Rebel II, and Blue Lady,
he sailed well over 100,000 good and bad miles. On the water of Galveston Bay,
the Gulf of Mexico, the Bahamas and the Atlantic coast from 1950 to 1990,
Williams experienced and now shares a lifetime of joy for and fascination with the
world of sailing.
Named a Best Book of Summer by Glamour, BuzzFeed, Cosmopolitan, and
many more! From the author of Playing with Matches, the rollicking tale of a
young jewelry shop owner who accidentally leads her Instagram followers to
believe that she’s engaged—and then decides to keep up the ruse. Eliza Roth
and her sister Sophie co-own a jewelry shop in Brooklyn. One night, after
learning of an ex’s engagement, Eliza accidentally posts a photo of herself
wearing a diamond ring on that finger to her Instagram account beloved by
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100,000 followers. Sales skyrocket, press rolls in, and Eliza learns that her
personal life is good for business. So she has a choice: continue the ruse or clear
up the misunderstanding. With mounting financial pressure, Eliza sets off to find
a fake fiancé. Fellow entrepreneur Blake seems like the perfect match on paper.
And in real life he shows promise, too. He would be perfect, if only Eliza didn’t
feel also drawn to someone else. But Blake doesn’t know Eliza is “engaged”;
Sophie asks Eliza for an impossible sum of money; and Eliza’s lies start to spiral
out of control. She can either stay engaged online or fall in love in real life.
Written with singular charm and style, Love at First Like is for anyone growing up
and settling down in the digital age.
Prashant Sharma currently lives in Delhi and works in a multinational bank. An
engineer (DCE) and MBA by education, he took to writing in his second year at
IIM Lucknow and this is his third book after ‘Love, Life & Beer Can!’ (2010
release) – A humorous take on growing up, and ‘If I pretend I am Story’ (2011
release ) – an underworld story bringing back the angry young man.
Winnifred Winnie Emmons, while working at the local diner, is about to cross paths with a man
whose life has been turned upside down by the tragic death of his wife and mother of his four
children. Little does he know that the precision with which this young woman can clean, cook,
can, and garden will one day influence the lives of his little darlings. Love at First Sight is a
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compilation of stories that tell of the love that grew between a grieving widower and his young
bride and, most of all, tell of the love that grew and was demonstrated in the care and nurturing
of his precious children. This book was inspired during the last days of this heroines life as she
began to pass out of realitys grasp and into the arms of Alzheimers. Her oldest daughter, now
her caregiver, trying to hold on a little longer to the moments of this angels life, began writing a
tribute to her, which soon became this book. Winnifred was twenty-three when she married
George Johnsen. She was full of life and joy and bursting at the seams to care for her new
family. She devoted every hour of her day into keeping her home spotless and organized, filled
with the fragrance of homemade breads, fresh jams, jellies, and pickles. She hung out lines of
wash until they were crisped by the sun. She ironed pillowcases and curtains until they could
stand on their own. She put the same energy into her children, keeping them bathed, clean,
and curled, lovingly disciplining and teaching them, bringing them into adulthood with a firm
hand but always with love. Four children were a handful, but from the first time she saw them,
it was love at first sight.
Love At First BiteLulu.com
EBONY is the flagship magazine of Johnson Publishing. Founded in 1945 by John H. Johnson,
it still maintains the highest global circulation of any African American-focused magazine.
Filled with 100 lined pages, this 6x9 a high-quality matte cover and a black & white interior with
a lost and found page and wide-ruled pages. This lined book is a thoughtful, custom looking
gift for boys , girls , kids , mother , father , brother , sister ......Product details: Number of
pages: 100 pages Cover: matte Size: 6x9
One week can change everything... Private investigator Ethan James has had one too many
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brushes with death. But his newest case should be simple—it’s just a birth-parentssearch in
stunning Lost Harbor, Alaska, helping out the local police chief. But as everyone knows,
strange things happen in the tiny remotetown. From day one, everything seems to go wrong.
The last straw? He suddenly has a sidekick he never expected—the super sexy,
endlesslyquirky local baker. Nothing is more important to Sweet Harbor Bakery owner Jessica
Dixon than her friends—especially her BFF, Police Chief Maya Badger. When Maya has to drop
a side investigation close to her heart, Jessica is determined to prove she has her back. Of
course, she knows nothing about investigating. But she has her knowledge of the area, her
uncanny intuition, and of course, her trusty crystal. Oh, and the help of the ridiculously
gorgeous but entirely too cynical Ethan James. What could go wrong? When these opposites
attract, Jessica may come down to Earth long enough to find love, while Ethan might learn to
trust his heart instead of his head...if they make it out of the wilderness alive.
19 year-old Ashlynn Capel just wants a normal life. She is daughter of the lord. He believes he
knows just what she needs until Ashlynn meets the boy of her dreams. Adonis Swoten. Her
Romeos family just happens to be her familys rival. But when Ashlynn is forbidden to see her
beloved, she runs away. Will this relationship work out or will Ashlynn remain hidden til her
dying day ?
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